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     Copy profit of successful traders    

    The world 1st Cross Exchange CopyTrading platform  for transparent trading between professional traders and beginners
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      Benefits
    

    
      
        For investors

        	Copy trades of any trader
	Full portfolio control
	Possibility to invite a trader
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        For traders

        	Trader`s fee from profitable trades
	Scaling earnings
	Community monetization
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        Countries
      

      
        
          $999999
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      Security
    


    
      
          
        The service does not have access to funds on the exchange

      
          
        API keys are stored on secure servers

      
          
        Automated risk management (deposit protection in case of drawdown)

      
          
        Full control over your deposit
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          Your fees
        


        Read more
      

      
        	Fee for the invited client 
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            Andrey

          

          
            Greetings to all! I recommend PROFIT RIDERS for both beginners and experienced investors. In addition to high-quality service, you also get an excellent client and technical support. Everything is explained and shown clearly. Was surprised when got an answer to a question not related to the service operation, giving all the possible nuances when working with a third-party exchange. On the technical side, everything works smoothly, if you donâ€™t screw it up yourself           

          Expand

          
            06.09.2022           
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            Andrew

          

          
            Excellent service, so far one of a kind in Russia, and to my mind worldwide. Been waiting for something like this for quite a while. My respect to Akmal and his team! The great virtue is that you don`t need to transfer your funds to trust management. All funds are safe in my account. Register, connect to a trader, and copy trades, yeah, that simple! Better than drowning yourself all day through the charts.          

          Expand

          
            25.10.2022           
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            Ruslan

          

          
            I liked Profit Riders as a platform precisely because of the ease of connection: the site is well made, and it is possible to select a trader directly on the same site and view orders, which is more convenient for me than on Binance! My special thanks go to the support team as they are always there to answer any question and solve any problem one could have! Well, and, obviously, a great option for passive income, which didn`t exist before!          

          Expand
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            Alexey

          

          
            I started using the PROFIT RIDERS service from the moment it was launched. Copying a trader's trades works great. The response to any emerging problems from the support team comes in a wink. They are as loyal as possible and always ready to help. Strongly recommended.          

          Expand

          
            18.10.2022           
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            Vladislav

          

          
            Hi all. I have been in the crypto world for quite a while now and similar services where you don`t give your assets to trust management are very few. I keep all my assets on the stock exchange, where the copying of the traders I`ve chosen takes place. Paid for the package, chose a trader, and relaxed. For me, PROFIT RIDERS is a great additional tool for making money.          

          Expand

          
            26.10.2022           
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            Oleg

          

          
            So happy to find a service like this. In terms of functionality, everything is cool and easy. If they could as well add futures trading, it would be freaking awesome.             

          Expand

          
            31.10.2022           
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            Valentina

          

          
            I came into the world of trading, cryptocurrencies, and copytrading not so long ago. I was looking for opportunities to earn extra money without transferring it to anyone. I was recommended PROFIT RIDERS and decided to try myself to copy a trader's trades on my account. Big thanks to you guys for answering all my questions. Everything was shown and explained in detail. I was also warned about the risks associated with trading. Therefore, I distributed my deposit to several traders.          

          Expand

          
            01.11.2022           
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            Valery

          

          
            Everybody knows that the future is in crypto and that you can earn serious money, but ordinary people, like me, have no idea how to trade. And most of us have neither time nor interest to learn it. And I`m glad that for all of us was developed the Profit Riders copy platform. Now many of my friends and I earn money there without wasting time           

          Expand

          
            12.11.2022           
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            Anna

          

          
            Hello! I came to the service without knowing a thing about the topic. My knowledge ended with the fact that there is something called crypto, which is now in trend. How to make money on it and what to do in the future was a grey area. Thank god some people recommended Profit Riders. The guys explained everything and instructed how to act and what to do next. It was a welcome surprise that the service support team recommended choosing a package based on my capabilities (deposit amount) and persuaded me from choosing a more expensive one. They said it wasn't worth overpaying. Thank you for your honesty and human attitude)          

          Expand

          
            04.11.2022           
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            Anastasia

          

          
            Came to the service as an investor. I`ve been working with cryptocurrency and building up an investment profile for a long time. Thus, I had it clear what is the market, trading, and traders. I came across the service on a social network and was astonished by the fact that the guys do not take money in trust. Such services are quite rare. Usually either hype or a money grab.
I`ve been using the service for more than 5 months now and I`m quite satisfied with the results. I chose a trader myself and copy his transactions on the stock exchange. The service is of no use to those who give away their last money in the hope of making a fortune in a flash. Yet there is an opportunity to earn through the referral program and start investing. I personally don`t regret a second that started a partnership with PROFIT RIDERS
          

          Expand

          
            01.11.2022           
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            Ivan

          

          
            I was recommended to join the service by a friend of mine. And found it to be really easy to handle even for the one who doesn`t understand a thing. Very clear, and no-frills. It`s obvious the guys are set to serious work. Have no complaints about the service and would recommend it to those who don`t want to learn trading themselves, but want to be in it and get the opportunity to earn both on the affiliate program and the profit of traders.          

          Expand

          
            01.11.2022           

        

          

  




  Want to join
  
    

    

  



  



  

  
    
      Help
    

    
      
        
          How to register on the service
          
            For Investors:

            	Follow the referral link of the service partner. If there is no link, fill out the registration form on the site and click on the "Register" button.
	A confirmation email will be sent to the email address provided during registration.
	Confirm your registration on the service by clicking on the link in the email.
	Once on the main page of the site, you will be prompted to go to your personal account.
	Go to it and select from the two options (Trader/User) the User's cabinet by clicking on the corresponding button.
	Next, you will be asked to purchase one of three subscription options: LITE, PRO, VIP.


            For Traders:

            	Follow the referral link of the service partner. If there is no link, fill in the registration form on the site and click the "Register" button. 
	A confirmation letter will be sent to the mail specified during registration. 
	Confirm your registration on the service by clicking the link from the letter. 
	 Once on the main page of the site, you will be asked to go to your personal account. 
	Go to your account and select from the two proposed options (Trader/Investor) the Trader's cabinet by clicking the appropriate button. 
	By clicking on the "Trader" button, you will be asked to create a project by filling in a special form.


          

        


        
          How to purchase a package
          
            	Open the Package tab
	Select the subscription option that suits you: LITE, PRO, VIP
	Select the options you are interested in
	Select in which currency to pay: BTC or USDT
	Click on the "Buy" button
	Follow invoice instructions
	After paying for the subscription, the "User" button is activated on the main page of the personal account of the service.


          

        


        
          How to connect an API key
          
            After you have purchased the package, click the "Investor" button and then "Create a new project".

            In the upper right corner, click the "Create a new project" button

            	Enter a name for the project.
	Choose an exchange.
	Enter in the blank fields the public and secret keys that you created on the exchange.
	If necessary, fill in the column "Pass Phrase"
	Finish the process by clicking the "Create a new project" button.


          

        



        
          How to connect to a trader
          
            After connecting the API key to the service, you need to select the trader whose trades you will copy.

            Go to the CopyTrade tab. There you will find a list of traders with their profitability, a description of the strategy, and the exchange on which they trade.

            Having chosen the trader, click on the "Copy" button.

            In the appeared window, enter the following information:

            	Investment deposit
	Risk management per deal
	Risk management on deposit


            Click on the "Copy" button.

          

        


        
          How to pay a fee to a trader and top up the wallet
          
            The fee for profitable transactions of a trader is charged on the first day of each new month and is paid from the personal account wallet on the service.

            You can pay the fee from partner rewards, as well as through the top-up of the wallet.

            How to make a top-up of the wallet:

            	In the "Wallet balance" tab, click the "Deposit account" button.
	Fill in the fields in the window that appears and click the "Pay invoice" button.
                You can deposit in both BTC and USDT.

              
	When depositing in USDT, select the network where the deposit will take place.
	Follow the instructions on the invoice.
	After receiving funds in your personal account wallet, pay the fee to the trader.


          

        


        
          Terminology
          
            
              Copytrading 

              Copytrading (copying trades) allows you to copy the other traders' orders directly. You decide how much to invest and automatically copy all trades opened by the selected trader in real-time - any trade opened by a trader is also displayed on your account.
              

               Besides, on our platform Profit-Raiders, you have the opportunity to choose a trader, having familiarized yourself with his results in advance.
              

               You do not influence the trades, and you get the same result (profit or loss) as a chosen trader.
              

               That is just one of the options to benefit from the other traders` expertise. In addition, in this case, you maintain control over the result. You retain the ability to close deals and open new ones whenever you want.
              

              Copying another trader's trades allows you potentially to profit from his skills.
              

              Trading

              This section presents terms that may be useful when working with the PROFIT-RAIDERS platform, as well as with Exchanges.

              Knowledge of the stock market vocabulary is crucial to understand stock market reports, forecasts, comments and expert analytics, as well as when communicating with other traders.

              Trading   — is commercial activity (trading) on a currency or stock exchange.

              Exchange — is a legal entity that organizes the market of goods, currency, securities, and diverse financial instruments, and ensures its regular operation.

              Close — is the closing price. That is the price of the last deal, fixed in the considered period (see also Time frame).

              High — is the maximum price of an asset, fixed in the considered period (see also Time frame).

              Low — is the minimum price of an asset, fixed in the considered period (see also Time frame).

              Open — is the open price. That is the price of the first deal fixed in the considered period (see also Time frame).

              Accumulation — is a position set by a major player. Generally accompanied by a gradual price movement towards the gaining position (long/short).

              Asset — is any traded instrument (stocks, bonds, futures, currency, etc.) that has a market value.

              Ask — the offer price (see also Bid).

              Buy — buying an asset.

              Buy limit — is a type of market order (request). It is a pending order to buy an asset at a limit price, the execution price can not be higher than that specified in the limit order. The order will be executed if the current asset price reaches the level specified in the order.

              Buy stop — a type of market order (request). It is a pending order to buy an asset at a price higher than the current one. The order will be executed if the current asset price reaches the level specified in the order.

              Bar — is a kind of graphical form of representation of asset price changes that occurred in the considered period (see also Time frame).

              Bid — is the demand price (see also Ask).

              Flat — is the asset price movement without a clear trend to rise or fall.

              Broker — is a specialist (organization) who, in accordance with the concluded agreement, executes trading orders of clients on the Exchange.

              Bull — is a slang name for a market participant who buys assets based on the growth of their market value (see also Bear, Pig).

              Volatility — is a measure of price variability or price deviation from its average or normal value. The standard deviation of the price is usually a measure of volatility. The more fluctuations or changes in price, the higher the volatility.

              Gap —a price range within which no deals were made. It is reflected on the stock chart as a gap between adjacent bars (candles).

              Deposit — are the funds placed by the client in the brokerage account for further trading operations (transactions).

              Diversification — the investment capital balance distribution between assets with different risks and returns to minimize investment risks. Allows ensuring such investments distribution so that losses on one instrument are offset by profits on others.

              Daily chart — is a slang name for a stock chart with a time frame equal to one day.

              Consolidation — suspension of directional price movement and fixing the asset price at approximately the same level or in a limited price range. It is accompanied by a significant decrease in volatility.

              Short Position — See Short.

              Correction — is a price movement directed in the opposite direction from the main or prevailing price movement.

              Quote — is the asset current exchange price. 

              Leverage (margin lending) — is the ability to buy assets above your own capital, as well as the ability to sell securities that are not on your account. This is possible thanks to the lending provided by your broker (see also Margin Call).

              Liquidity — is an indicator assessing the ability to sell a particular asset relatively quickly and without significant losses in value. To quantitatively measure liquidity is used the trading turnover for a specific asset and the price spread prevailing in the market for this asset. The higher the turnover and the lower the spread, the higher the asset liquidity.

              Long — buying an asset in the hope of its value further growth, as well as a position, opened for this purpose. Long traders are called bulls. 

              Lot — the minimum volume of an asset, established by the trading rules, with which an exchange transaction can be made. The lot size depends on the asset market price and, accordingly, may be different for different assets.

              A market maker — is a large market participant (bank, investment company, fund, etc.) that determines the price boundaries of asset market price changes due to a significant share of its operations in the total market volume. Market makers maintain the relative stability of the asset price by placing large trading orders and conducting transactions with each other, as well as with other market participants.

              Bear — is a slang name for a large market participant selling assets with the expectation of a decrease in their market value — playing short (see also Bull, Pig).

              Minute chart — is a slang name for an exchange chart with a time frame equal to one minute (sometimes the term “minute chart” also refers to charts with 5-, 10-, 15-, 30-minute timeframes).

              Order (request, application) — a client's request placed on the market to buy/sell an asset in the volume, at the price and under the conditions specified in this order.

              Opening a position (entry) — is a deal, as a result of which a certain asset is bought (if Long) or sold (see Short). Opening a position results in the exchange of a certain money amount for the corresponding volume of the asset (see also Closing a position).

              Position (pose) — is the result of transactions performed in the form of assets and/or funds on the trader's account (see also Opening a position, Closing a position).

              Portfolio — is a set of opened positions in assets and funds on the trader's account. In order to diversify, the portfolio structure is assessed.

              Profit — is the positive difference between the buy and sell prices of an asset (when Long) or when selling and buying back (when Short). This is the profit made as a result of a perfect trade.

              A candle — is a kind of graphical representation of asset price changes that have occurred over the considered period (see also Time frame).

              Sell â€‹ — selling an asset.

              Session (trading) — is the period during which takes place trading on exchanges.

              Signal (trading) — is the reaching of a certain price value (or any other key parameter) and/or the appearance on the exchange chart of a pattern indicating an increase in the particular subsequent event probability (for example, a rise or fall in price). : buying or selling.

              Trading system — (system trading) is a trading style in which the opening and closing of positions occur according to previously drawn up trading rules (algorithm, scenario). Rules can be based on different types of analysis, ideas or approaches.

              Resistance (resistance level) — is a price level, upon reaching which, due to active sales, arises an obstacle to price growth and a trend reversal downward is possible.

              Stop-loss — is a type of trade order that allows limiting losses from the opened position price changes. It is used in risk management to manage losses and risks.

              Take-profit — is a type of trade order allowing to close a position when a certain price is reached while fixing the accumulated profit for this position.

              Technical analysis — is a set of techniques and methods by which the price dynamics of traded assets is analyzed. In this case, the main object of the study is stock charts. The purpose of technical analysis is to determine the most probable direction of the market price movement.

              The breakeven point (breakeven) — is the asset price at which a trader can close an existing position without getting a loss. This is the price of opening a position, taking into account the associated costs.

              Transaction — is a trade operation for opening/closing a position.

              Trading — is trading in assets to make a profit due to the exchange rate difference between the purchase price and the sale price (when Long) or vice versa (when Short). Trading includes the use of various trading strategies and techniques (see also Trading System).

              Trend — is a price movement with a pronounced directional character. Trends are distinguished both by the movement direction: they can be upward (also bullish) and downward (also bearish), and by their duration: long-term (global) and medium or short-term (local).

              The stock market — is a trading platform (usually online) on which securities are freely traded (bought, sold).

              Fundamental analysis — is a set of analytical research methods used to assess the state and prospects of the stock exchange, industries, goods and financial markets, and the economy as a whole. To explain the processes, events and obtain the necessary forecast data,  is carried out research and investigations of the macro- and microeconomic indicators dynamics, their comparison with each other, as well as financial analysis (see also Technical Analysis).

              Futures — is a traded contract that provides for the delivery of a certain amount of the underlying asset: commodities, bonds, stocks, currencies, etc. or the payment of its value at a specified price on a specified future date.

              Short — is the sale of an asset borrowed from a broker with an obligation to buy it back in the hope of its value fall. To be profitable, the cost of the repurchase must be below the value of the initial sale.
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